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Quick Start Guide to the Scholars@Duke GraphQL API 
Noah Huffman (last updated: 3/23/2023) 
 

Introduction: 
 
The Scholars@Duke GraphQL API was developed in 2022 to support a redesign of the Scholars@Duke 
website (scheduled for release in Summer 2023). The GraphQL API enables programmatic access to data 
available in Scholars@Duke. Before using the Scholars@Duke API, please review the Terms of Use. 
  
This guide provides step-by-step instructions for getting started with the Scholars@Duke GraphQL API, 
including:  

1) how to request an API key in Streamer 
2) how to enable your key for use with the GraphQL API 
3) where to find the Scholars@Duke GraphQL API and documentation 
4) how to use the built-in GraphiQL tool to write queries and explore the API documentation 
5) where to find sample GraphQL queries for the Scholars@Duke API 

 
This guide does not include comprehensive documentation of the Scholars API itself nor does it cover 
GraphQL APIs in general. For a high-level introduction to GraphQL, see: https://graphql.org/ 
 

Requesting an API Key in Streamer 
You will need an API key to access the Scholars@Duke GraphQL API.  
 
Duke students, faculty, and staff may request and enable their API key by following the steps below.  
 
Note: If you are not affiliated with Duke, you may need to request a sponsored NetID or have a Duke 
person sponsor your API key in Streamer. 
  
Step 1: Log into the Streamer service with your netID and netID PW. Streamer is Duke’s API 
management tool and offers a single place to view and manage access to several Duke APIs, including 
the Scholars GraphQL API. 
  
Step 2: If you do not already have an API Key listed in Streamer, click “New API Key” to create one. 
 
Step 3: Fill out the form as seen below and click “Create API Key”. You can provide any name you like in 
the Application field. You do not need an application to use the GraphQL API. However, if you do plan to 
use the API in an existing application, just provide the name of that application here. 

 
 

https://scholars.duke.edu/
https://scholars.duke.edu/
https://scholars.duke.edu/termsOfUse
https://graphql.org/
https://accounts.oit.duke.edu/sponsor
https://oit.duke.edu/what-we-do/applications/streamer
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Step 4: Once you’ve created your API Key, click Show as seen in the screenshot below  

 
 
Step 5: On the next page (example below), you should see a list of API services. Click “Enable” next to 
the Scholars Endpoint service to activate you key for use with the Scholars GraphQL API.  
 
Now you’re ready to start using the Scholars API! 
 

 
 
 

About the Scholars GraphQL API and GraphiQL interface 
 
The URL for the Scholars GraphQL API Endpoint is: https://graphql.scholars.duke.edu/graphiql 
 
If you point your web browser at the URL above, you will be directed to an interactive in-browser IDE for 
the GraphQL API called GraphiQL. The GraphiQL interface can be used to write and test queries against 
the API and to explore the built-in API documentation (more on that later). 
 
Note that you can access the GraphQL API endpoint at the URL above using whatever application or 
programming language you like (e.g. Python, Ruby, etc.), but the in-browser GraphiQL interface is a 

https://graphql.scholars.duke.edu/graphiql
https://github.com/graphql/graphiql/tree/main/packages/graphiql#graphiql
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useful starting point for exploring the documentation and testing queries before you put them into 
production. 
 

 
 

Setting up your API Key in the GraphiQL Interface 
 
To issue queries against the Scholars GraphQL API, you must first include your API key in the header of 
your request. The header name is “scholars_access_token” and the header value is your API key string.  
 
To set up your header in the GraphiQL interface, click the +Add button in the Headers section, fill in the 
information as below, and click OK. 
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You should now see the Header Name and Header Value (your API key string) on the right-hand side of 
the GraphiQL interface. Note that if you create multiple query tabs in the GraphiQL tool, you will need to 
add your API key to the header of each tab (a bit annoying, I admit). 
 

Understanding and Writing GraphQL Queries 
 
This guide will not attempt to explain the differences between GraphQL APIs and other flavors of APIs 
(like REST). You can Google it, read GraphQL Guides and Best Practices, or watch GraphQL Explained in 
100 Seconds. 
 
For the purpose of this guide, the key difference is that the Scholars GraphQL API provides a single 
endpoint from which you can issue custom queries as JSON to specify the exact fields you want to 
retrieve in your response, also as JSON. 
  

Choosing a GraphQL Type to Query: 
Unlike REST APIs, the Scholars GraphQL API does not have separate endpoints for each category of data 
in Scholars (e.g. /people, /publications, /grants). Instead, you must choose a top-level “type” that forms 
the basis of your query. In the example below, we have queried the top-level “person” type for a specific 
Duke Unique ID (DUID). 
 
You can type or paste queries directly into the GraphiQL query pane as seen on the left below. Click the 
“>” button to execute the query and view the response in the right-hand pane. 
 

 
 
GraphQL queries must follow basic JSON syntax. You can add or remove query fields to include/exclude 
data from your response. Note that query results are paged in some cases, so you may need to increase 
the page size or issue multiple queries to see all results. 
 
See the Query Examples in the Appendix for some basic queries that you can copy and paste into 
GraphiQL to get started. 

 
 
 

https://www.graphql.com/guides/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eIQh02xuVw4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eIQh02xuVw4
https://graphql.scholars.duke.edu/graphiql
https://graphql.scholars.duke.edu/graphiql
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Explore the Built-In API Documentation 
 
To explore the built-in API documentation, click the Docs button just to the right of the GraphiQL data 
pane. From here, you can drill-down into each top-level query type (e.g. People, Publications, Grants, 
etc.) to see the fields available for that type. For more on using GraphiQL to explore the API and 
documentation see: using GraphiQL. 
 
Pro-Tip: When writing a query in the left-hand pane, hold down Ctrl+Space to see a menu of all of the 
fields available at that position in the data hierarchy. 
 

 
 

 

Sample Scholars@Duke GraphQL Queries  
 
The Office of Faculty Affairs Administration maintains a GitLab repository with some sample GraphQL 
queries and GraphiQL workbook files to help you start exploring the GraphQL query syntax and data 
structure. We will add sample queries and enhance the workbook files over time. 
 
The Appendix below also includes some sample queries that you can copy/paste into the GraphiQL 
interface to get started quickly. 
 
If you have questions about the Scholars@Duke GraphQL API or need help writing a query, please email 
us at: scholars@duke.edu 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 

https://medium.com/the-graphqlhub/graphiql-graphql-s-killer-app-9896242b2125
https://gitlab.oit.duke.edu/faculty-affairs-admin/scholars-graphql-samples
mailto:scholars@duke.edu
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APPENDIX: Sample GraphQL Queries 
 
Example 1: Query all publications in Scholars@Duke by a single person using their DUID.  
 
Set page size to 100 results per page. Query shows only some of the fields available on the person type 
and publication sub-types. Add additional fields to the query to see more data in your response. 
 

{person(duid: "0002361")  

   {id 

    personType 

    profileLabel  

    publications (pageSize: 100, startPage: 1) { 

      pagingInfo { 

        pageNumber 

        pageSize 

        totalPages 

      } 

      count 

      results { 

        favorite 

        id 

        typeId 

        publication { 

          id 

          doi 

          allAuthors { 

            fullList 

          } 

          internalAuthors { 

            person { 

              id 

              profileLabel 

            } 

            authorOrder 

            favorite 

          } 

          title 

          typeName 

          publicationDate { 

            precision 

            date 

            dateFormatted 

          } 

         volume 

          issue 

          pmid 

          pmcid 

          publishedIn 

          citations { 

            html 

            style 

          } 

        } 

      } 

    } 

  } 

} 
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Example 2: Query all publications by a single organization from 2021: 
 
Note the two filters applied for PUBLICATION_YEAR and ANY_ORG_ID.  
 
You can find ORG_ID values by navigating to the Schools and Institutes page in the Scholars@Duke UI 
and then clicking on the organization name. Use the ID value in the URL as in the example below.  
 
Example organization ID for the Duke Clinical Research Institute (DCRI): 
https://scholars.duke.edu/display/org50001029 
 

{publications( 

       filter: [ 

      {field:PUBLICATION_YEAR, value: ["2021"]}, 

      {field:ANY_ORG_ID, value: "50001029"}, 

        ], pageSize: 100, startPage: 1 

      ) { 

        pagingInfo { 

          pageSize 

          totalPages 

          pageNumber 

        } 

        count 

        results { 

          abstract 

          allAuthors { 

            fullList 

            individuals { 

              firstName 

              initials 

              lastName 

            } 

          } 

          allEditors { 

            fullList 

            individuals { 

              firstName 

              initials 

              lastName 

            } 

          } 

          allTranslators { 

            fullList 

            individuals { 

              firstName 

              initials 

              lastName 

            } 

          } 

          articleType 

          chapterNumber 

          citations { 

            html 

            style 

          } 

          doi 

          eissn 

          endPage 

          finishDate { 

            date 

https://scholars.duke.edu/organizations
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            dateFormatted 

            precision 

          } 

          id 

          internalAuthors { 

            authorOrder 

            favorite 

          } 

          internalContributors { 

            authorOrder 

            favorite 

          } 

          internalEditors { 

            authorOrder 

            favorite 

          } 

          internalTranslators { 

            authorOrder 

            favorite 

          } 

          isbn10 

          isbn13 

          issn 

          issue 

          keywords { 

            scheme 

            text 

          } 

          language 

          linkToItem 

          location 

          nameOfConference 

          onlineContent 

          pageCount 

          parentTitle 

          placeOfPublication 

          pmcid 

          pmid 

          publicationDate { 

            precision 

            date 

            dateFormatted 

          } 

          publishedIn 

          publisher 

          publisherLink 

          sourceName 

          startDate { 

            precision 

            date 

            dateFormatted 

          } 

          startPage 

          status 

          subtypes 

          title 

          typeName 

          volume   

          } 

        } 

      } 
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Example 3: Query all people in an organization with matching keyword in profile 
 
#Find people in the School of Nursing with the term "Covid" in their 

Scholars@Duke profile 

 

{ 

  people( 

    filter: [{ field: DEPARTMENT_NAME, value: "School of Nursing" }] 

    q: "Covid" 

    pageSize: 100 

    startPage: 1 

  ) { 

    count 

    pagingInfo { 

      pageNumber 

      pageSize 

      totalPages 

    } 

    results { 

      id 

      profile { 

        id 

        image 

        profileUrl 

      } 

      personType 

      firstName 

      middleName 

      lastName 

      title 

      email 

      overview 

    } 

  } 

} 
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